Bon Mots
The good old days?
When I wasn’t good.
And not old.

Recipe Corner
I mentioned last week how
my sons have mastered
kitchen skills. Chris ramped
up my pizza recipe by
melting butter with garlic
powder and bits and then
used a pastry brush on the
outer circle of the pizza.
That turned the crust from
a handle into a very tasty
part of the pizza. Now I
need to convince him of the
difference between beer
and Coors Light.
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OK, the script for the movie
Groundhog Day may not have
been a book. But this year
both Groundhog Day and the
State of the Union address
will occur on the same day,
February 2nd . It’s an ironic
juxtaposition of these two
events. One involves a
meaningless ritual in which
we look to an insignificant
creature of little intelligence
for prognostication…
...the other involves
a groundhog.

Kitchen tips:
Fruits and vegetables expire
faster when you’re the one
paying for them. Eat the
brown part of the banana
because you paid for the
damn thing.
There is never such a thing
as too much garlic...unless
you’re making dessert.
Never forget to take the
chicken out of the freezer
the night before you try to
cook it.

If there’s an AA brochure on
your recycle bin when you
retrieve it...just ignore it.
Booze may not be the
answer but it helps you
forget the question.
What disease did the ham
have before it became a
cured ham?

Book Report

Gas prices actually hit a low of $2.17 in 2020 before FJB was
appointed. It is now $3.32 national average. Biden killed the
Keystone XL pipeline and is now importing a record amount of
oil from Russia. At peak construction, Keystone XL would have
employed approximately 13,000 people in Canada and the U.S.,
including 2,800 in Alberta and Saskatchewan and 10,200 in
Montana, South Dakota, and Nebraska. The most recent data
from the U.S. Energy Information Administration shows that in
May, the U.S. imported 844,000 barrels per day of crude oil and
petroleum products from Russia. Oil in our pipeline would have
been cheaper to transport and cheaper at the pump.
But wait, there’s more...Families Of U.S. Embassy Personnel In
Ukraine Warned By State Department To Start Evacuating.
Maybe because FJB gave a green light to Putin for the invasion
of the Ukraine?
Your next fill up...the high price is just the tip of the problem..

More good news...Chris Pratt
will star in new Amazon movie
via John Carr’s The Terminal
List. In production now and
coming in 2022. This debut of
four novels starring another
pissed off patriot. Amazon is
reaching out to an untapped
market and getting great
results in ratings.
Speaking of books...always
fascinated with the plots in
the books I read. Here’s one
someone should explore:
Guy celebrates his 85th
birthday by becoming a
hitman for hire. He figures
they can’t do much to him
even if he gets caught.
(My kids will now have a very
worried look on their face
when they read this.)

-more-

Mal Mots
Don’t use a swear jar
unless you have
the income
to match your mouth.
You’re Welcome
2020 Election Update:
1.25.2022:
Wisconsin Assembly Votes to
Withdraw 10 Biden Electors
Biden – was 306 now 296
Trump – was 232 now 242
270 electoral votes to win
28 more electoral votes will
overturn the 2020 election.
States being audited:
AZ – 11 electoral votes
PA – 20 electoral votes
GA – 16 electoral votes
MI – 16 electoral votes
VA – 13 electoral votes
I’m predicting another year of
battles to get more withdrawn at
which time the GOP will have
captured both the House and the
Senate. That’s the pressure on
Breyer to retire from SCOTUS so
Biden can pick another.

Apparently, federal regulators are more concerned with regulating the health of their
wallets rather than the Pharma industry. Trust the science...but not the scientists?
Meanwhile, The CDC Is Now Monitoring Local Residents For Cold-Like Symptoms After
Truck Carrying 100 CDC Test Monkeys Crashes In Pennsylvania. Fauci ran out of puppies?
These morons also created something called a “randomized clinical trial controlled with
a placebo”. I call it “trick or treatment”. It seems that if you “follow the science”...
...it winds up in the scientist's bank account.
And then there is this: based on passive surveillance reporting* in the US, by the Journal
of the American Medical Association (JAMA), the risk of myocarditis (Inflammation and
damage of the heart muscle) after receiving mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines (Moderna
and Pfizer) was increased across multiple age and sex strata and was highest after the
second vaccination dose in adolescent males and young men.
*The “passive surveillance reporting” is VAERS...with an estimated 388,000 Americans
killed by the COVID vaccines...so far. No wonder they have to issue mandates.

Brain Teaser: How can you talk for
a minute without using words with
the letter “A”? Answer next week.
Or before if someone figures it out.

Until Next Week...
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